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ABSTRACT
We present the first cross-correlation measurement between Sloan Digital Sky Survey type 1
quasars and the cosmic infrared background (CIB) measured by Herschel. The quasars cover
the redshift range 0.15 < z < 3.5 where most of the CIB originates. We detect the sub-
millimetre emission of the quasars, which dominates on small scales, and correlated emission
from dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs) dominant on larger scales. The mean flux of the
Data Release 7 (DR7) quasars (median redshift 〈z〉 = 1.4) is 11.1, 7.1 and 3.6 mJy at 250,
350 and 500 μm, respectively, while the mean flux of the DR9 quasars (〈z〉 = 2.5) is 5.7, 5.0
and 1.8 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. Assuming a modified blackbody spectral
energy distribution with a power law in the mid-infrared, we infer that the mean infrared
luminosity of the DR7 and DR9 quasars is 1012.4 and 1012.8 L, respectively. The correlated
emission arises from DSFGs in the same halo as the quasar (the one-halo term) and DSFGs
in separate haloes correlated with the quasar-hosting halo (the two-halo term). Using a simple
halo model, we find that most quasars are hosted by central galaxies. The host halo mass scale
of the DR7 central and satellite quasars is 1012.4 ± 0.9 and 1013.6 ± 0.4 M, respectively. The
host halo mass scale of the DR9 central and satellite quasars is 1012.3 ± 0.6 and 1012.8 ± 0.4 M,
respectively. Thus, the halo environment of the central quasars is similar to that of the most
actively star-forming galaxies, which supports the view that dusty starburst and quasar activity
are evolutionarily linked.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: high-redshift – quasars:
general – submillimetre: galaxies.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Quasars, powered by accretion of material on to the central super-
massive black holes (SMBHs) in active galaxies, are among the
most luminous objects in the Universe. In the current paradigm of
galaxy formation and evolution, quasars represent a key phase in the
evolutionary history of massive galaxies. Essentially all spheroidal
systems are believed to harbour massive black holes (BH). The
masses of the central SMBHs are shown to correlate with many
properties of their host galaxies, e.g. the stellar velocity dispersion,
mass and luminosity of the bulge (e.g. Kormendy & Richstone 1995;
Magorrian et al. 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al.
2000; Tremaine et al. 2002; Kormendy, Bender & Cornell 2011).
Present-day SMBHs are thought to have gained most of their mass
via accretion during an active nuclear phase, e.g. the quasar phase.
The implication is that black hole growth and star formation activity
are inextricably linked, at least for galaxies which experience ‘wet’
major mergers and a quasar-like period of rapid black hole growth
(see Kormendy & Ho 2013, for a review). A probable scenario is
that the galaxy initially forms in a gas-rich rotationally supported
system. As the host dark matter halo grows, some mechanisms, such
as major merger or disc/bar instability trigger a period of rapid, dust
obscured star formation activity (starburst) which produces a stellar
bulge. At the same time, the infalling gas fuelling the starburst is
feeding the central black hole. After some time the quasar becomes
optically visible (unobscured), and soon after that the ongoing star
formation is quenched on a short time-scale, perhaps via radiative
or mechanical feedback from the central engine (see Fabian 2012,
for a review). The cosmic star-formation history is shown to be sim-
ilar to the evolving luminosity density of quasars (related to the BH
accretion history) at most redshifts (e.g. Boyle & Terlevich 1998;
Franceschini et al. 1999; Merloni, Rudnick & Di Matteo 2004;
Shankar & Mathur 2007; Silverman et al. 2008; Wall, Pope & Scott
2008) , which adds further support to this picture of the galaxy–BH
connection.
In this paper, we probe the co-evolution of black hole growth and
star formation activity using a cross-correlation analysis between
optically selected type 1 quasars over 0.2 < z < 3.5 and the cosmic
infrared background (CIB) in the far-infrared (FIR)/sub-millimetre
(sub-mm). The former represents some of the most luminous and
massive BHs found to date. The latter is dominated by emission
from dusty star-forming galaxies (DSFGs) over a similar redshift
range to the quasars (Valiante et al. 2009; Be´thermin et al. 2011,
2012; Viero et al. 2013). The large-scale cross-correlation is de-
termined by the effective linear bias (or equivalently, the effective
host halo mass) of both sets of tracers of the underlying large-scale
structure. The small-scale cross-correlation constrains the halo oc-
cupation distributions (HODs) of DSFGs in haloes hosting quasars
and the HODs of quasars in haloes hosting DSFGs. In contrast, the
auto-correlation function constrains the HODs of each population
independently, not the HODs of one population in the presence
of the other. Therefore, the cross-correlation function is arguably
more suited to studying the co-evolution of the quasars and the
star-forming galaxies.1
1 Ideally, one can combine the cross- and auto-correlation functions to con-
strain the HODs of different galaxy populations. In practice, however, the
auto-correlation function is more difficult to measure accurately because it
is very sensitive to how well we can understand and reproduce the selection
effects of the sample. In contrast, uncorrelated selection effects only affect
the uncertainty but do not bias measurement of the cross-correlation signal.
Quasars are very luminous active galactic nuclei (AGN) and
hence can be seen out to great distances. They are great tracers
of the large-scale structure. To measure their clustering properties
reliably, large-volume surveys are required, due to the low spatial
density of quasars. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000) has produced some of the largest quasar samples to date and
that is what we use in this paper.
FIR and sub-mm observations are critical for studying star-
forming galaxies, as dust absorbs the optical/ultraviolet light and
reradiates in the FIR/sub-mm. Dust emission makes up the CIB,
which contains half of the extragalactic background radiation (ex-
cluding the cosmic microwave background), i.e. the total power
originated from stars and AGN throughout the cosmic history (Puget
et al. 1996; Fixsen et al. 1998; Lagache, Puget & Gispert 1999). The
Herschel Space Observatory2 (Pilbratt et al. 2010) has carried out
imaging surveys of unprecedented size and depth in the FIR/sub-
mm. It allows us for the first time to probe the bolometric power of
DSFGs at high redshift in large volumes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an
overview of the Herschel-SPIRE maps and SDSS DR7 and DR9
quasar catalogues used in our analysis. In Section 3, we first describe
the estimator used to calculate the cross-correlation. We then inves-
tigate the potential contamination of Galactic dust emission using
the cross-correlation between quasars and the IRAS 100 μm data.
Finally, we present the cross-correlation between various quasar
samples and the SPIRE (Spectral and Photometric Imaging Re-
ceiver) maps at 250, 350 and 500 μm. In Section 4, a halo model is
employed to interpret the measured quasar–CIB cross-correlation
and constrain the HODs of quasars in haloes that also host star-
forming galaxies. Further discussion and conclusions are given in
Section 5. We assume an H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, M = 0.3 and
 = 0.7 cosmology and use the AB magnitude scale throughout
the paper.
2 DATA
2.1 Herschel-SPIRE maps
We use CIB maps at 250 (the PSW filter), 350 (the PMW filter) and
500 (the PLW filter) μm (1200, 857 and 600 GHz, respectively)
from the two Herschel surveys in the SDSS Stripe 82 region (−50◦
< RA < 59◦, −1.◦25 < Dec < 1.◦25), i.e. the Herschel Stripe 82
Survey (HeRS;3 Viero et al. 2014) and the HerMES4 Large-Mode
Survey (HeLMS; Oliver et al. 2012). Maps were observed with
the SPIRE instrument (Griffin et al. 2010) aboard Herschel. HeRS
covers 79 deg2 along the SDSS Stripe 82 to a 5σ depth of 65.0, 64.5
and 74.0 mJy beam−1 at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. HeLMS
covers 270 deg2 to a 5σ depth of 71.1, 71.5 and 79.9 mJy beam−1 at
250, 350 and 500 μm. The joint HeRS and HeLMS areal coverage
between −10◦ and 37◦ (RA) covers the full ∼150 deg2 subset of
Stripe 82 that has the lowest level of Galactic dust emission (or
cirrus) foregrounds (i.e. with NH  2 × 1021 cm−2).
2 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided
by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important partic-
ipation from NASA.
3 HeRS maps and point source catalogues can be accessed from
http://www.astro.caltech.edu/hers/.
4 The Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES;
http://hermes.sussex.ac.uk) is a guaranteed time key project of the
Herschel Space Observatory. HerMES maps and point source catalogues
are publicly available at http://hedam.lam.fr/HerMES.
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Figure 1. Three-colour SPIRE images of the HeRS (top) and HeLMS (bottom) fields with 250, 350 and 500 μm as blue, green and red, respectively.
Foreground clouds of Galactic cirrus can be clearly seen. The area of HeRS and HeLMS is 79 and 270 deg2, respectively. Jointly, they cover the full 150 deg2
subset of the SDSS Stripe 82 region (−50◦ < RA < 59◦, −1.◦25 < Dec < 1.◦25) that has the lowest level of Galactic cirrus.
The SPIRE data, obtained from the Herschel Science Archive,
were reduced using the standard ESA software and the custom-made
software package, SMAP (Levenson et al. 2010; Viero et al. 2014).
Maps were made using an updated version of SMAP/SHIM, which is
an iterative map-maker designed to optimally separate large-scale
noise from signal. For more details, please refer to Viero et al.
(2014). The maps have a tangent plane projection with pixel sizes
of 6, 8.33 and 12 arcsec at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. In
comparison, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the beams
is 18.1, 25.2 and 36.6 arcsec at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively
(Swinyard et al. 2010). The SPIRE maps are converted from their
native unit of Jy beam−1 to Jy sr−1 by dividing them by the effective
beam areas which are 0.9942, 1.765 and 3.730 × 10−8 sr at 250,
350 and 500 μm, respectively (SPIRE Observers’ Manual5). We
note that no colour corrections from a flat-spectrum point source
calibration are applied, as they were shown in Viero et al. (2013) to
be negligible. Fig. 1 shows the three-colour SPIRE images of the
HeRS and HeLMS regions. We can clearly see white foreground
clouds of Galactic cirrus emission, which have been shown to cor-
relate with H I emission from the Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey
21-cm data in Viero et al. (2014).
5 http://herschel.esac.esa.int/Docs/SPIRE/html/spire_handbook.html
In this paper, we also include SPIRE maps of a subset of the
HerMES level 5 and 6 fields,6 which have significant overlaps with
our quasar samples. In particular, the Boo¨tes field (11.3 deg2) and
the Lockman-SWIRE field (15.2 deg2) overlap with the SDSS DR7
quasar sample. Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS (21.6 deg2) overlap with
the SDSS DR9 quasar sample. Fig. 2 shows the SPIRE images of
Boo¨tes, Lockman-SWIRE and XMM-LSS. Out of these three fields,
XMM-LSS is the most contaminated by cirrus, but all three fields
have significantly less cirrus contamination than HeRS or HeLMS.
In addition, the level 5 and 6 fields are significantly deeper. The
5σ noise level in XMM-LSS and Boo¨tes is 25.8, 21.2 and 30.8 mJy
beam−1 at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. Lockman-SWIRE
is even deeper and the 5σ noise level is 13.6, 11.2 and 16.2 mJy
beam−1 at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively.
The CIB in the sub-mm is dominated by emission from
DSFGs over a wide range of redshift, while other potential sources
of signal, e.g. the cosmic microwave background (CMB), Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich effect and radio galaxies, are subdominant. One excep-
tion is the emission from Galactic dust (cirrus) which cannot be
ignored. Therefore, the SPIRE maps can be modelled, to first order,
6 HerMES fields are organized, according to area and depth, into levels 1
through to 7, with level 1 fields being the smallest and deepest, and level 7
being the widest and shallowest. HeLMS is the only level 7 field.
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Figure 2. Three-colour SPIRE images of the Boo¨tes (top), Lockman-
SWIRE (middle) and XMM-LSS field (bottom).
as the sum of three terms: the emission from DSFGs, cirrus and
instrument noise,
Isky = IDSFG + Icirrus + Inoise. (1)
We expect that only DSFGs have intrinsic correlation with the
quasars. This is because some quasars could be strong IR/sub-mm
emitters from dust heated by the accreting BH, as well as star for-
mation in the host galaxy (e.g. Lutz et al. 2008; Clements et al.
2009; Shi et al. 2009; Serjeant et al. 2010; Bonfield et al. 2011; Dai
et al. 2012). Additionally, DSFGs are expected to occur as satel-
lite galaxies in haloes where quasars are found.7 Another effect
is that haloes correlated with the quasar-hosting halo are also ex-
pected to host DSFGs. Instrument noise and Galactic dust emission
should not correlate with quasars and therefore only contribute to
the noise in the measured cross-correlation between quasars and
the CIB. However, due to the selection of the quasars, there may be
(anti)correlation between the observed quasar number density and
the intensity of the cirrus emission. There are two effects of Galac-
tic dust on the selection of quasars. The first effect is reddening
which means quasars with extreme reddening will not be selected
as targets for spectroscopy. The second effect is extinction, which
can cause the quasars to drop out of the target list even before they
reach the colour selection stage.
To check the potential correlation between quasars and Galactic
cirrus emission, we make use of the 100 μm maps from the Improved
Reprocessing of the IRAS (Neugebauer et al. 1984) Survey (IRIS;
Miville-Descheˆnes & Lagache 2005), a data set which corrects the
original plates for calibration, zero level and striping problems.
The IRIS 100 μm maps in the HerMES level 5 and 6 fields are
discussed in Viero et al. (2013) and the IRIS 100 μm maps in HeRS
and HeLMS are discussed in Hajian et al. (in preparation). The
100 μm maps in all of our fields are shown in Appendix A. Here we
assume that the dominant signal in the 100 μm maps comes from
Galactic cirrus, not DSFGs comprising the CIB. In other words,
these 100 μm maps are used as a cirrus tracer in our fields.8 Visual
inspection confirms that extended diffuse cirrus emissions are the
dominant structures (long filamentary chains) in the 100 μm maps,
especially in HeRS and HeLMS. The mean value of the 100 μm
map in HeLMS, HeRS, XMM-LSS, Boo¨tes and Lockman-SWIRE
is 3.03, 2.84, 2.30, 1.42 and 1.09 MJy sr−1, respectively. Using the
DIRBE (Diffuse Infrared Background Experiment) measurement
of the CIB at 100 μm, 14.4 ± 6.3 nW m−2 sr−1 or equivalently
0.48 ± 0.21 MJy sr−1 (Dole et al. 2006), we can estimate that the
contribution of the CIB to the 100 μm maps in HeLMS, HeRS,
XMM-LSS, Boo¨tes and Lockman-SWIRE is 16, 17, 21, 34 and 44
per cent, respectively.
2.2 SDSS DR7 and DR9 quasar samples
For our cross-correlation analysis, we use quasars from the SDSS
DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009) and the SDSS-III BOSS DR9 (Ahn
et al. 2012) spectroscopic surveys. One complication is that the
depth in Stripe 82 differs from the rest of the SDSS area. Stripe
82 is an equatorial region that has been repeatedly imaged up to
80 times (Abazajian et al. 2009) resulting in co-added data that are
∼2 mag deeper than the single epoch SDSS observations. Stripe
82 covers ∼270 deg2 (−50◦ < RA <59◦, −1.◦25 < Dec <1.◦25).
7 The satellite fraction of quasars (i.e. quasars hosted by satellite galaxies
in the halo) is estimated to be at most a few per cent (Kayo & Oguri
2012; Richardson et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2013). Therefore, most quasars are
expected to be central galaxies.
8 Properties of Galactic cirrus (e.g. column density, dust emissivity and
temperature) can vary a lot from field to field. In some regions, the IRIS 100
μm data may not be used as a reliable cirrus tracer as a result of significant
contamination from the CIB (Pe´nin et al. 2012).
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HeRS and HeLMS cover parts of the Stripe 82 region (see Fig. 1
and Section 2.1).
2.2.1 SDSS DR7 quasars
The spectroscopic SDSS DR7 quasar catalogue (DR7Q; Schneider
et al. 2010; Shen et al. 2011) contains 105 783 spectroscopically
confirmed quasars with i-band absolute magnitude Mi < −22.0
and 0.065 < z < 5.46 over 9380 deg2. It is the culmination of the
SDSS I/II quasar surveys. The quasar target selection is described
in detail by Richards et al. (2002). Quasar candidates are selected
based on their fluxes and colours in SDSS bands. At redshift z 
3, quasar targets are selected based on their location in ugri-colour
space and at z  3, targets are selected from griz-colour space.
Quasar candidates passing the ugri-colour selection are selected to
a flux limit of i = 19.1, but since high-redshift quasars are rare,
objects lying in regions of colour space corresponding to quasars at
z 3 are targeted to i = 20.2 (PSF magnitudes corrected for Galactic
extinction based on the dust maps of Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis
1998).
2.2.2 SDSS-III BOSS DR9 quasars
The Data Release 9 quasar catalogue (DR9Q; Paˆris et al. 2012) is
the first quasar catalogue from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic
Survey (BOSS; Dawson et al. 2013) of the SDSS III (Eisenstein
et al. 2011). The catalogue contains 87 822 quasars over 3275 deg2.
The primary science goal for the high-z BOSS quasar survey was
to measure the baryon acoustic oscillations in the Lyman α forest
(Busca et al. 2013; Slosar et al. 2013; Delubac et al. 2015). As such
a priority was set on obtaining a high surface density of z > 2.1
quasars in order to maximize the number of Lyman α forest lines
of sight observable in the blue. To achieve this high surface density,
quasar candidates were selected in a heterogeneous manner, down
to a magnitude limit of g ≤ 22.0 or r ≤ 21.85 (Ross et al. 2012).
Quasars were selected based on their optical fluxes and colours, as
well as their near-infrared, ultraviolet fluxes and radio properties.
The nominal i-band limit of the DR9 quasar sample is 21.8, which
is deeper than the SDSS imaging limit of 21.3. Ross et al. (2012,
and references therein) has full details.
However, a uniform selection was performed on a sub-sample
of the DR9 quasar targets. This uniform sample was selected by
the ‘extreme deconvolution’ (XD; Bovy, Hogg & Roweis 2009)
algorithm which is applied to model the distribution in flux and flux
uncertainty of a training set of quasars and stars (XDquasar; Bovy
et al. 2011). The DR9Q has a flag ‘uniform >0’ which represents
quasars selected in this uniform manner. The XD method is specially
trained and designed to select quasars in the redshift range 2.2 < z
< 3.5 down to the BOSS limiting magnitude
One complication for DR9 quasars is that a set of quasar selection
methods, not just the uniform XDquasar method, were used in the
Stripe 82 region. However, during BOSS observations, Stripe 82
was observed at a high target density (Palanque-Delabrouille et al.
2011) and the actual completeness of 2.2 < z < 3.5 quasars is
close to 100 per cent, down to the g ≤ 22.0 or r ≤ 21.85 limiting
magnitude (Palanque-Delabrouille et al. 2013; Ross et al. 2013).
2.2.3 Quasar selection and their properties
Outside Stripe 82, we select DR7 quasars with i < 19.1 for the
cross-correlation study. Boo¨tes and Lockman-SWIRE overlap with
the DR7 quasars outside the Stripe 82 area. Since the Stripe 82
imaging is deeper we are able to select DR7 quasars with i <
19.9 inside Stripe 82. Both HeRS and HeLMS cover parts of the
Stripe 82. Furthermore, we restrict our analysis to DR7 quasars in
the redshift range 0.15 < z < 2.5, with a median redshift of 1.4.
The redshift cut is used to avoid the redshift deserts of quasars at
z ∼ 2.7 and z ∼ 3.5 due to contamination from F and GK stars
(Fan 1999; Richards et al. 2002, 2006). To summarize, we select
all DR7 quasars at 0.15 < z < 2.5 with i < 19.1 in Boo¨tes and
Lockman-SWIRE and i < 19.9 in HeRS and HeLMS.
To construct a statistical DR9 quasar sample for clustering stud-
ies, we select all DR9 quasars outside Stripe 82 with ‘uniform >0’
(Paˆris et al. 2012; White et al. 2012). To select DR9 quasars inside
Stripe 82, we do not use the ‘uniform >0’ selection as XD is not
used as the main selection method for quasars in Stripe 82 (see
Section 2.2.2). Instead, we select DR9 quasars in Stripe 82 with i <
21.0. In Section 3.2, we test this selection criterion in detail. HeRS
and HeLMS overlap with the DR9 quasar sample in the Stripe 82
region. Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS field overlap with the DR9 quasar
sample outside Stripe 82. Additionally, we limit the DR9 quasar
sample to be in the redshift range 2.2 < z < 3.5. The median red-
shift of the selected DR9 quasar sample is z = 2.5. To summarize,
we select all DR9 quasars at 2.2 < z < 3.5 with ‘uniform >0’ in
Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS and i < 21.0 in HeRS and HeLMS.
In Fig. 3, we plot the sky distribution of the selected DR7 and
DR9 quasars in the region covered by HeRS and HeLMS. Out of
consideration for space, the distributions of the quasars in Boo¨tes,
Lockman-SWIRE and XMM-LSS are not shown. Based on visual
inspection and lack of angular completeness masks, we assume a
uniform angular completeness of the DR7 quasars. More discus-
sion on this issue is presented in Section 3.1. We use DR9 quasar
angular completeness masks from White et al. (2012) to model the
completeness variations outside Stripe 82 (Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS).
We select the DR9 quasars in HeRS and HeLMS to be within the
Stripe 82 region (−1.◦25 < Dec < 1.◦25) and assume the angular
completeness is uniform. In Table 1, we list the number of selected
DR7 and DR9 quasars found in various Herschel fields.
In the left-hand panel in Fig. 4, we plot the normalized redshift
distribution of the quasar samples. The dashed lines correspond to
the entire DR7 and DR9 quasar samples, while the solid lines cor-
respond to the selected quasar samples used in the cross-correlation
analysis. Compared to the expected redshift distribution of the in-
tegrated sub-mm emission at 250, 350 and 500 μm from various
models (Valiante et al. 2009; Be´thermin et al. 2011, 2012; Viero
et al. 2013), we can see that the DR7 and DR9 quasars completely
cover the redshift range where the bulk of the sub-mm emission
is expected to arise. In the right-hand panel in Fig. 4, we plot the
i-band absolute magnitude (taken from Shen et al. 2011) versus
redshift for the quasar samples. The DR9 quasar sample, apart from
being at higher redshift, also extends to fainter objects.
3 T H E C RO S S - C O R R E L AT I O N B E T W E E N
QUA S A R A N D C I B
3.1 Cross-correlation estimator
The cross-correlation of the two fields of interest, ρ1 (the quasar
number density field) and ρ2 (the CIB), is
ξ = 〈δ1δ2〉 = 1
ρ1ρ2
〈(ρ1 − ρ1)(ρ2 − ρ2)〉 , (2)
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Figure 3. Left: sky distribution of the selected DR7 (top) and DR9 (bottom) quasars in HeRS. The black contours represent the HeRS footprint. Right: sky
distribution of the selected DR7 (top) and DR9 (bottom) quasars in HeLMS. The black contours represent the HeLMS footprint. For the DR7 and DR9 quasars,
we only use the Stripe 82 region (−1.◦25 < Dec <1.◦25) in both HeRS and HeLMS.
Table 1. Number of selected DR7 and DR9 quasars in various fields. The second column lists the total area
of each field as well as the overlapping area (in brackets) with the quasar samples. Lockman-SWIRE does
not overlap with the DR9 quasars and XMM-LSS does not overlap with the DR7 quasars.
Field Area/deg2 DR7 DR9
HeRS (only the S82 region, −1.◦25 < Dec < 1.◦25) 79 (56) 1411 (i < 19.9) 762 (i < 21.0)
HeLMS (only the S82 region, −1.◦25 < Dec < 1.◦25) 270 (67) 1675 (i < 19.9) 947 (i < 21.0)
Boo¨tes 11 (11) 100 (i < 19.1) 183 (uniform >0)
Lockman-SWIRE 15 (15) 153 (i < 19.1) –
XMM-LSS 22 (10) – 117 (uniform >0)
Figure 4. Left: redshift distribution of the DR7 and DR9 quasar sample. The dashed lines correspond the entire DR7 and DR9 samples, while the solid lines
correspond to the selected samples used in our analysis. The selected DR7 quasars cover the redshift range z = [0.15, 2.5], with a median redshift 〈z〉 = 1.4,
and the selected DR9 quasars cover z = [2.2, 3.5] with 〈z〉 = 2.5. Right: quasar i-band absolute magnitude (taken from Shen et al. 2011) versus redshift. The
DR9 quasar sample, apart from being at higher redshift, also includes fainter objects.
where ρ1 is the mean number density of quasars and ρ2 is the mean
value of the CIB. The SPIRE maps, ρ ′2, can be used to estimate ρ2
but they have been mean-subtracted, i.e. ρ ′2 = 0. The two quantities
are thus related ρ2 = ρ ′2 + C, where C is the unknown DC level
of the map. To proceed we assume a value for C and add this to
the SPIRE maps9 and will show that the choice of C only affects
9 We add a constant C to our mean-subtracted maps so that the minimum
value in the map is a positive number.
the normalization of our results. We define a re-normalized cross-
correlation ξ ′:
ξ ′ = Cξ = C
ρ1(ρ ′2 + C)
〈(ρ1 − ρ1)(ρ ′2 + C − (ρ ′2 + C))〉
= 1
ρ1
〈(ρ1 − ρ1)(ρ ′2)〉. (3)
Equation (3) gives the correlation between the quasar number den-
sity field and the SPIRE maps. It is equivalent to the stacked SPIRE
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signal at the positions of the quasars minus the mean signal of the
map, which is equal to 0 (Marsden et al. 2009). This re-normalized
cross-correlation has the same unit as the map.
To estimate the angular cross-correlation function ξ between the
quasars and the SPIRE maps, we adapt the Landy & Szalay (1993)
auto-correlation estimator,10
wQS(θ ) = D1D2(θ ) − D1R2(θ ) − R1D2(θ ) + R1R2(θ )
R1R2(θ )
. (4)
Here, D1 represents the real quasar sample, D2 the CIB at a given
wavelength, R1 the simulated quasar sample with the same angular
selection as the real sample and R2 the simulated CIB with the same
noise properties as the real maps. D1D2(θ ) is the total emission in
the CIB map at an angular separation θ from real quasars, D1R2(θ ) is
the total emission in the simulated CIB map at separation θ from real
quasars, R1D2(θ ) is the total emission in the CIB map at separation
θ from simulated quasars and R1R2(θ ) is the total emission of the
simulated CIB map at separation θ from simulated quasars. D1D2
is normalized by the number of real quasars (NQ) times the number
of real SPIRE map pixels (NP), D1R2 is normalized by NQ × the
number of simulated SPIRE map pixels (which is the same as NP),
R1D2 is normalized by the number of simulated quasars (NS) × NP,
and R1R2 is normalized by NS × NP.
The CIB maps are estimated from the mean-subtracted SPIRE
maps by adding the same constant number C to represent the mean
CIB. As in equation (3), we then estimate a re-normalized cross-
correlation signal. So, our actual estimator is11
w′QS = CwQS(θ )
= CD1D
′
2(θ ) − D1R′2(θ ) − R1D′2(θ ) + R1R′2(θ )
R1(R′2(θ ) + C)
. (5)
Here, D′2 = D2 − C is the mean-subtracted SPIRE map, and
R′2 = R2 − C the mean-subtracted simulated SPIRE map. We have
checked that the cross-correlation (using equation 5) as well as its
error does not depend on the value of C. Although this is a rea-
sonable choice of estimator, we have not investigated whether it is
optimal.
The simulated SPIRE maps are made by randomising pixels in the
real maps to account for the effects of instrument noise, confusion
noise and cirrus. As mentioned before, we assume the angular com-
pleteness is uniform for the DR7 quasars. So, we generate uniformly
distributed points as the random DR7 quasar sample. Admittedly,
the real angular completeness of the DR7 quasars may vary. How-
ever, as what we are interested in is the cross-correlation between
the quasars and the CIB, the variation in the quasar completeness
will not bias our results as long as the completeness is uncorrelated
with the noise properties of the CIB maps. For DR9 quasars in
Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS, we use the angular masks from White et al.
(2012) and the MANGLE software (Swanson et al. 2008) to calculate
the angular completeness, which is the fraction of quasar targets in
a sector for which a spectrum was obtained. For DR9 quasars in
the HeRS and HeLMS S82 region, we simply generate uniformly
distributed points as the simulated DR9 quasar sample. The number
of simulated quasars NS is over 25 times larger than the number of
real quasars NQ.
10 The Landy & Szalay estimator is normally used to estimate correlation
functions for point source catalogues. Here we use it to calculate the cross-
correlation between a point source catalogue and an image.
11 This is equivalent to stacking, shown in Appendix . We have checked that
the cross-correlation calculated using equation (5) is almost identical to the
stacking result.
We estimate errors on the two-point angular cross-correlation
using 100 bootstrap samples of the quasar sample in each field.
The bootstrap samples which have the same size as the real quasar
sample are generated by sampling with replacement the real quasar
sample (i.e. after a quasar is selected, it is put back in the original
catalogue and can be selected again). The dispersion in the signal
between the bootstrap quasar samples and the CIB maps is taken as
the error on the measured cross-correlation (Norberg et al. 2009).
The method of cross-correlating a catalogue with a map is widely
used in cross-correlating CMB maps with large-scale structure
traced by galaxies to probe the integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect (e.g.
Padmanabhan et al. 2005; Pietrobon, Balbi & Marinucci 2006;
Giannantonio et al. 2012). In most studies, the galaxy catalogue
(i.e. the quasar catalogue in our case) is used to make a density map
with the same pixilation as the map (the CIB maps in our case).
Some studies calculate the Fourier-space cross power spectra be-
tween the map and the galaxy number density field, while others
calculate the real-space angular correlation function between the
map and the density field.
3.2 Cross-correlation between quasars and cirrus
There is no intrinsic correlation between quasars and Galactic
cirrus. However, the quasar number density could potentially
(anti)correlate with the intensity of cirrus emission as quasars are
selected based on optical flux and colour. In Fig. 5, we plot the
cross-correlation between the quasars and cirrus traced by the IRIS
100 μm maps. The dotted line corresponds to no correlation. The
dashed line corresponds to the FWHM of the IRAS beam (Miville-
Descheˆnes, Lagache & Puget 2002). Data points below the scale of
the beam are strongly correlated. One DR7 quasar in Boo¨tes hap-
pens to lie on a bright source in the map, which biases our result (the
empty red circles in the top panel in Fig. 5). The filled red circles
in the top panel in Fig. 5 show the cross-correlation after excluding
the aforementioned quasar. The reduced χ2 (the degrees of free-
dom DoF is 8) of the goodness of fit of the dotted line, computed
using data above the scale of the beam, is 0.25, 0.24, 0.14 and 0.95
in Boo¨tes, Lockman-SWIRE, HeRS and HeLMS, respectively. For
the DR9 quasars, the reduced χ2 is 0.24 and 0.92 in Boo¨tes and
XMM-LSS, respectively.
In Fig. 6, we plot the cross-correlation between DR9 quasars with
different i-band magnitude cuts and IRIS 100 μm maps in the HeRS
and HeLMS S82 region. Note that we have not used the ‘uniform
>0’ criterion in selecting DR9 quasars in the Stripe 82 region. The
reduced χ2 in HeRS is 1.29, 0.84 and 0.35 for DR9 quasars with i
< 21.2, 21.0 and 20.0, respectively. The reduced χ2 in HeLMS is
0.84, 0.68, and 0.78 for DR9 quasars with i < 21.2, 21.0 and 20.0
respectively. We finally select DR9 quasars with i < 21.0 in the
HeRS and HeLMS S82 region.
In Fig. 7, we plot the combined cross-correlation between the
quasars and the 100 μm maps, using inverse variance weighting. The
filled circles show the combined signal over all fields and the empty
circles show the combined signal using only HeRS and HeLMS. The
two are consistent with each other. The cross-correlations between
either DR7 or DR9 quasars and the 100 μm maps are consistent
with zero. As discussed in Section 2.1, the dominant signal in the
100 μm maps are due to cirrus (especially in HeRS and HeLMS). We
conclude that the correlations between the selected quasar samples
and Galactic cirrus are consistent with zero.
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation between DR7 (top) and DR9 (bottom) quasars
and the 100 μm maps. Different coloured symbols correspond to different
fields. One DR7 quasar in Boo¨tes lies on top of a bright source which biases
our result, indicated by the empty red circles. The filled red circles show
the cross-correlation after excluding the aforementioned quasar. The dotted
line corresponds to no correlation between quasars and cirrus. The dashed
line marks the FWHM of the IRAS beam. Data points below the scale of the
beam are strongly correlated. Data points from different fields are shifted
slightly horizontally for clarity.
3.3 Cross-correlation between quasars and CIB
In the left-hand column of Fig. 8, we plot the cross-correlation
between DR7 quasars (z = [0.15, 2.5]) and the CIB at 250, 350
and 500 μm in HeRS, HeLMS, Boo¨tes and Lockman-SWIRE. The
cross-correlations in different fields are consistent with each other.
On small scales, the signal is dominated by the sub-mm emission of
the quasars, as indicated by the SPIRE point spread function (PSF)
in the corresponding waveband. No fitting is carried out at this stage,
so the amplitude of the PSF is only approximate. On larger scales,
significant excess signal beyond the PSF is seen in all wavebands in
all fields, indicating that there is a population of DSFGs correlated
with the quasars. They could be galaxies residing in the same halo
as the quasar and galaxies in separate haloes which are correlated
with the quasar-hosting halo. In the right-hand column Fig. 8, we
plot the cross-correlation between DR9 quasars (z = [2.2, 3.5]) and
the CIB in HeRS, HeLMS, Boo¨tes and XMM-LSS. Again, on small
scales, the signal is dominated by the emission of the quasars. On
larger scales, excess signal is seen in all fields at all wavelengths.
The dispersion in the cross-correlation between different fields is
also larger for the DR9 quasars than the DR7 quasars. It could be
Figure 6. Cross-correlation between DR9 quasars and the 100 μm maps in
the HeRS S82 (top) and HeLMS S82 (bottom) region. Different coloured
symbols represent quasars with different i-band cut (red: i < 21.2; green: i
< 21.0; blue: i < 20.0).
Figure 7. The combined cross-correlation between the quasars (red: DR7;
green: DR9) and the 100 μm maps. The filled circles show the combined
signal over all fields, while the open circles show the combined results over
HeRS and HeLMS.
due to the surface density of the DR9 quasars which is around a
factor of 2 lower than that of the DR7 quasars (except in Boo¨tes).
In Fig. 9, we plot the combined cross-correlation between the
quasars and the CIB, using inverse variance weighting. The filled
circles are the combined cross-correlation over all fields and the
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Figure 8. Cross-correlation between quasars (left: DR7; right: DR9) and the CIB at PSW 250 (top), PMW 350 (middle) and PLW 500 (bottom) μm. Different
coloured symbols correspond to different fields. Data points from different fields are shifted slightly horizontally. The dashed line illustrates the shape of the
SPIRE PSF in the corresponding waveband. The cross-correlation in different fields generally give consistent result. On small scales, the cross-correlation is
dominated by the emission of the quasars. On large scales, an excess signal beyond the PSF is seen in almost all cases, due to DSFGs correlated with the
quasars.
empty circles are the combined signal using only HeRS and HeLMS.
The two different types of combined signal are consistent with each
other and exhibit significant excess signal beyond the PSF at all
wavelengths. Compared to the DR7 quasars, the emission of the
DR9 quasars is slightly weaker in all bands. In Fig. 10, we compare
the combined cross-correlation (using all fields) between the quasars
and the SPIRE maps at all three wavelengths. For both DR7 and DR9
quasars, the emission of the quasars decreases by almost an order
magnitude from 250 to 500 μm, while the change in the correlated
emission is much smaller. This is to do with the broadening of the
beam from 250 to 500 μm which affects point sources (i.e. the
quasars) more than extended structures (i.e. the correlated signal
from DSFGs). Another possibility is that the quasars might have a
higher dust temperature than the correlated DSFGs.
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Figure 9. The combined cross-correlation between the quasars (green:
DR7; red: DR9) and the CIB (filled circles: combined signal over all fields;
empty circles: combined signal over HeRS and HeLMS). The two differ-
ent types of combined signal agree well with each other. The dashed line
illustrates the shape of the PSF in the corresponding waveband.
4 H A L O M O D E L O F T H E C O - E VO L U T I O N O F
B H G ROW T H A N D S TA R F O R M AT I O N
4.1 Halo model of the CIB
The halo model of the CIB anisotropies presented in this paper is
identical to the model presented in Viero et al. (2013) and Hajian
et al. (in preparation), which is in turned developed based on Shang
Figure 10. The combined cross-correlation between quasars (top: DR7;
bottom: DR9) and the SPIRE maps averaged over all fields. Different
coloured symbols correspond to different wavelengths (blue: 250 μm; green:
250 μm; red: 500 μm). The dashed line illustrates the PSF in the correspond-
ing waveband.
et al. (2012). For completeness, we outline the main elements of
the CIB model here. For more details, please refer to Shang et al.
(2012) and Viero et al. (2013) . The power spectra of the CIB
sourced by infrared galaxies is composed of a Poisson noise term
and a clustered term,
P (kθ )CIBν1ν2 = P (kθ )Poissonν1ν2 + P (kθ )clustν1ν2. (6)
The Poisson noise, independent of angular scale, is related to the
multidimensional number counts of the infrared sources,
P (kθ )Poissonν1ν2 =
∫ Scut
0
Sν1Sν2
d2 N
dSν1 dSν2
dSν1 dSν2 . (7)
The clustered term is the flux averaged projection of the three-
dimensional spatial power spectrum,
P (kθ )clustν1ν2 =
∫ dz
dVc/dz
P (k, z)clustν1ν2
dSν1
dz
dSν2
dz
. (8)
Here, dVc is the comoving volume element, and dSνdz is the redshift
distribution of the integrated flux at a given frequency which can be
calculated as
dSν
dz
=
∫ Scut
0
Sν
d2N
dSνdz
dSν. (9)
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The spatial power spectrum of CIB sources can be decomposed into
a one-halo and two-halo term which describes the small-scale clus-
tering due to pairs of galaxies in the same halo and the large-scale
clustering due to pairs of galaxies in different haloes, respectively,
P (k, z)clustν1ν2 = P (k, z)clust:1hν1ν2 + P (k, z)clust:2hν1ν2 . (10)
The non-linear, one-halo term of the CIB clustered term can be
calculated as
P (k, z)clust:1hν1ν2 =
1
¯jν1
¯jν2
∫
dM
dN
dM
(z)
× [f cenν1 (M, z)f satν2 (M, z)ugal(k, z|M) (11)
+f cenν2 (M, z)f satν1 (M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
+f satν1 (M, z)f satν2 (M, z)u2gal(k, z|M)]. (12)
Here, f cenν (M, z) and f satν (M, z) are the luminosity-weighted num-
ber of central and satellite galaxies as a function of redshift and
halo mass, ¯jν(z) is the mean comoving specific emission coefficient
as a function of redshift, dNdM (z) is the redshift-dependent halo mass
function (taken from Tinker et al. 2008), ugal(k, z|M) is the nor-
malized Fourier transform of the galaxy density distribution within
a halo (assumed to follow the NFW profile in this paper). Here
luminosity-weighted number of central and satellite galaxies can be
derived as
f cenν (M, z) = N cen
Lcen(1+z)ν(M, z)
4π
(13)
and
f satν (M, z) =
∫
dm
dn
dm
(M, z)L
sat
(1+z)ν(m, z)
4π
, (14)
where m is the sub-halo mass at the time of accretion and dndm (M, z)
is the sub-halo mass function (taken from Tinker & Wetzel 2010).
Therefore, the mean comoving specific emission coefficient is
¯jν =
∫
dM
dN
dM
(z)[f cenν (M, z) + f satν (M, z)]. (15)
We assume a lognormal relation between halo mass and infrared
luminosity,
(M) = L0 M 1√
2πσ 2L/M
exp
[
− (logM − logMpeak)
2
2σ 2L/M
]
, (16)
where Mpeak and σ L/M is peak halo mass scale and 1σ range of
the specific infrared luminosity per unit mass and L0 is the overall
infrared luminosity to halo mass normalization factor. A lower limit
on the halo mass Mmin is applied to the halo mass–infrared luminos-
ity relation. To describe the spectral energy distribution (SED) of
the infrared galaxy population, we use a single modified blackbody
with two parameters, i.e. dust temperature Tdust and emissivity β. In
addition, the infrared luminosity is assumed to evolve with redshift
as (1 + z)η over the range 0 < z < 2 followed by a plateau at
z > 2. The two-halo term of the CIB clustering power spectrum can
be calculated as
P (k, z)clust:2hν1ν2 =
1
¯jν1
¯jν2
Plin(k, z)D(k, z)ν1D(k, z)ν2 , (17)
where Plin(k, z) is the linear dark matter power spectrum and
D(k, z)ν =
∫
dM
dN
dM
b(M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
× [f cenν (M, z) + f satν (M, z)]. (18)
Here, b(M, z) is the linear large-scale bias. We use the prescription
for the halo bias from Tinker, Wechsler & Zheng (2010) in this
paper.
Due to the limited constraining power of the measured cross-
correlation between the quasars and the SPIRE maps (quite noisy
on large scales), in this paper we use the same parameters of the CIB
halo model as in Viero et al. (2013) which fits the auto- and cross-
correlation power spectra of the SPIRE maps. The exact values
of the parameters used in the CIB model are minimum halo mass
Mmin = 1010.1 M, dust temperature Tdust = 24.2 K, peak halo mass
Mpeak = 1012.1 M, σ 2L/M = 0.38, infrared luminosity to halo mass
normalization L0 = 10−1.71 L/M, dust emissivity β = 1.45 and
luminosity evolution η = 2.19.
4.2 Halo model of the quasars
Many studies have used the clustering measurements of quasars to
constrain their HODs. Generally, quasars are found to inhabit haloes
around a few times 1012 M (Porciani, Magliocchetti & Norberg
2004; Croom et al. 2005; Porciani & Norberg 2006; da ˆAngela
et al. 2008; Shen et al. 2009, 2013; Ross et al. 2009; White et al.
2012) . The clustering strength of quasars seems to depend very
weakly on quasar luminosity or redshift. It indicates that there is a
poor correlation between halo mass and the instantaneous quasar
luminosity. Richardson et al. (2012) found tentative evidence for
increasing halo mass scale for quasars with increasing redshift. They
found that at z ∼ 1.4 the median halo mass hosting central quasars
is around 4.1+0.3−0.4 × 1012 M while at z ∼ 3.2 the median halo mass
increases to 14.1+5.8−6.9 × 1012 M. Most quasars are central galaxies
according HOD analysis of quasar clustering statistics. The satellite
fraction of quasars is generally found to be of the order a few per
cent at most, although the exact satellite fraction estimated from
different studies vary significantly from each other. For example,
Shen et al. (2013) using a cross-correlation study between the DR7
quasars and DR10 BOSS galaxies estimated the satellite fraction to
be 0.068+0.034−0.023. A similar halo model applied to the auto-correlation
of the DR7 quasars combined with a binary quasar sample (Hennawi
et al. 2006) in Richardson et al. (2012) inferred the satellite fraction
to be (7.4 ± 1.3) × 10−4.
In this paper, we use a simple halo model for the quasars, widely
used in the literature. The quasar mean halo occupation number is
composed of central and satellite components,〈
Nq(M)
〉 = 〈N cenq (M)〉 + 〈N satq (M)〉. (19)
A softened step function is assumed to describe the central compo-
nent,
N cenq (M) =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(
logM − logMmin
σlogM
)]
(20)
and a rolling-off power law for the satellite component,
N satq (M) = (M/M1)α exp (−Mcut/M). (21)
There are five free parameters in the quasar HOD: Mmin is the
characteristic halo mass scale at which on average half of the dark
matter haloes host one quasar as the central galaxy; σ log M is the
width of the softened step function; M1 is the approximate halo
mass scale where on average haloes host one satellite quasar; α is
the power-law index; Mcut is the halo mass scale below which the
number of the satellite quasars decreases exponentially.
In principle, we should also multiply a free parameter to the
quasar HOD Nq(M) to describe the duty cycle of quasars, i.e. only a
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certain fraction (<1) of the haloes actually host quasars. However, if
we assume that quasar duty cycle is independent of halo mass, then it
will cancel the duty cycle parameter which will appear in the quasar
number density n¯ in equations (22) and (23). So, the quasar HOD
equations (equations 19– 21) should be interpreted as the number
of quasars in haloes of mass M which host quasars (not all haloes
of mass M). In addition, we emphasize that while we assume the
mean halo occupation number of quasars is independent of redshift,
we are not assuming the duty cycle of the quasars is independent
of redshift. In the calculation of the 3D spatial cross-correlation
between the quasars and the DSFGs comprising the CIB, the duty
cycle (assumed to be independent of halo mass) cancels out in the
3D power spectra in each redshift slice before we integrate the 3D
spectra to get the angular cross-correlation spectra.
4.3 Halo model of the cross-correlation
Combining the CIB halo model in Section 4.1 and the quasar
halo model in Section 4.2, we can model the cross-correlation be-
tween the quasars and the CIB. The one-halo term of the cross-
correlation power spectrum between quasars and the CIB measured
by Herschel-SPIRE can be modelled as
P (k, z)1hsq =
1
¯j n¯
∫
dM
dN
dM
(z)
× [f cens (M, z)N satq (M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
+ f sats (M, z)N cenq (M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
+ f sats (M, z)N satq (M, z)u2gal(k, z|M)]. (22)
The two-halo term of the cross-correlation can be modelled as
P (k, z)2hsq =
1
¯j n¯
Plin(k, z)D(k, z)sD(k, z)q, (23)
where
Ds =
∫
dM
dN
dM
(z)b(M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
× [f cens (M, z) + f sats (M, z)] (24)
and
Dq =
∫
dM
dN
dM
(z)b(M, z)ugal(k, z|M)
× [N cenq (M, z) + N satq (M, z)]. (25)
Under Limber’s approximation (Limber 1953), the angular cross-
correlation power spectrum between quasars and CIB is related to
the spatial power spectrum,
P (kθ )sq =
∫ dz
dVc/dz
P (k, z)sq
dS
dz
dNq
dz
, (26)
where dVc/dz is the comoving volume element per unit
along the redshift axis, dS/dz is the redshift distribution
of the cumulative CIB flux, and dNq/dz is the normalized redshift
distribution of the quasar sample. The angular correlation function
is related to the angular power spectrum
w(θ ) =
∫
kθdkθ
2π
P (kθ )J0(kθ θ ), (27)
where J0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function. Finally, the angular
correlation function needs to be convolved with the SPIRE beam,
which can be described as a 2D Gaussian. Therefore, the final beam
convolved angular cross-correlation between the quasars and the
CIB is
wconv(θ ) = 12πσ 2
∫
w(|θ − θ ′|) exp
(
− θ
′2
2σ 2
)
dθ ′
= 1
2πσ 2
∫ 2π
0
w(
√
θ2 + θ ′2 − 2θθ ′ cosφ)dφ
∫
exp
(
− θ
′2
2σ 2
)
θ ′dθ ′, (28)
where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian beam.
4.4 Halo model results
As mentioned earlier, we have used the same parameters of the CIB
halo model as in Viero et al. (2013) which fit the auto- and cross-
correlation power spectra of the SPIRE maps. In this paper, we only
vary the parameters related to the quasars to fit the cross-correlation
between the quasars and the CIB. There are eight parameters in
our model: five parameters (Mmin, σM, α, M1 and Mcut) describing
the HOD of the quasars; three parameters (A1, A2 and A3) related
to the amplitude of the mean infrared emission of the quasars at
250, 350 and 500 μm. We would like to emphasize that the last
three parameters (A1, A2 and A3) of the mean infrared emission of
the quasars are not part of the halo model of the quasars, i.e. we
are not modelling the infrared emission of the quasars in the halo
model. The infrared emission of the quasars is directly measured
from the cross-correlation signal (equivalent to the stacking signal
of the CIB maps at the location of the quasars) on small scales
where the emission from the quasars dominate, after subtracting the
correlation emission from DSFGs around the quasars.
In Fig. 11, we plot the combined cross-correlation over all fields
(black circles) between the quasars and the CIB and the best fit
from our model. The dashed line corresponds to the best-fitting
mean sub-mm emission of the quasars. The blue solid line cor-
responds to the best-fitting one-halo term of the cross-correlation
convolved with the SPIRE beam, the red solid line corresponds to
the best-fitting beam-convolved two-halo term and the black solid
line corresponds to the total cross-correlation signal (i.e. the sum
of the emission of the quasars and the emission from the correlated
DFSGs). With a median redshift 〈z〉 of 1.4, the mean flux density of
the DR7 quasars is 11.1+1.6−1.4, 7.1
+1.6
−1.3 and 3.6+1.4−1.0 mJy at 250, 350 and
500 μm respectively, while the mean flux density of the DR9 quasars
(〈z〉= 2.5) is 5.7+0.7−0.6, 5.0+0.7−0.7 and 1.8+0.5−0.4 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm
respectively. Therefore, the mean sub-mm flux of the quasars in the
SPIRE wavebands are generally comparable to the 1σ confusion
noise of the maps.
Using a modified blackbody with a dust emissivity of 1.45 com-
bined with the mid-infrared power law (fν ∝ ν−2) to describe the
SED of the quasars (i.e. the same assumptions we made regard-
ing the SED of the DSFGs in Section 4.1), we can derive the
best-fitting dust temperature and total infrared luminosity for the
quasars. For the DR7 quasars, the best-fitting dust temperature and
infrared luminosity is 39.0+11.0−6.3 K and log10 LIR(L) = 12.4+0.3−0.2,
respectively. For the DR9 quasars, the best-fitting dust temperature
and infrared luminosity is 52.3+7.8−5.6 K and log10 LIR(L) = 12.8+0.1−0.1,
respectively. The mean infrared luminosity of the quasars seems to
indicate that the quasar host galaxies are forming stars at a rate that
is comparable to some of the most prodigious star-forming galax-
ies. Due to the degeneracy between dust temperature and emissivity,
the best-fitting temperature decreases with increasing emissivity but
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Figure 11. The combined cross-correlation between the quasars (left: DR7; right: DR9) and the CIB (top: 250 μm; middle: 350 μm; bottom: 500 μm)
compared with the best fit from the halo model. The dashed line corresponds to the best-fitting mean emission of the quasars. The blue solid line corresponds to
the best-fitting one-halo term of the cross-correlation convolved with the SPIRE beam, the red solid line corresponds to the best-fitting two-halo term convolved
with the beam. The black circles are the measured cross-correlation. The black solid line is the best-fitting total signal, i.e. the sum of the mean emission of the
quasars and the correlated emission from DSFGs.
the best-fitting infrared luminosity is almost unaffected. The higher
redshift DR9 quasars are on average brighter than the DR7 quasars,
possibly due to elevated star formation activity and/or BH accretion.
Another possibility is that for the higher redshift DR9 quasars, we
are starting to probe shorter wavelengths where the contribution of
the accreting BH to the total infrared luminosity is larger. The dust
temperature of the satellite galaxies around DR7 and DR9 quasars
is fixed at 24.2 K in the halo model (see Section 4.1) as we use the
same CIB halo model parameters as in Viero et al. (2013) which
fits the power spectra of the SPIRE maps. As we have used the
same SED assumptions for the quasars and the DSFGs, we can
directly compare the estimated temperatures for both populations.
Both DR7 and DR9 quasars are hotter than the correlated DSFGs.
In Fig. 12, we plot the mean HOD of the DR7 and DR9 quasars,
decomposed into central and satellite components. The shaded re-
gion indicates the 68 per cent confidence intervals. The red, blue
and green solid lines represent the best-fitting value for Mmin (the
characteristic halo mass scale at which on average half of the haloes
host one central quasar), Mcut (the halo mass scale below which the
HOD for the satellite quasars decays exponentially) and M1 (the
halo mass for hosting on average one satellite quasar), respectively.
For the DR7 quasars, the host halo mass scale for the central and
satellite quasars is Mmin = 1012.4 ± 0.9 M and M1 = 1013.6 ± 0.4
M, respectively. For the DR9 quasars, the host halo mass scale
for the central and satellite quasars is Mmin = 1012.3 ± 0.6 M and
M1 = 1012.8 ± 0.4 M, respectively. The typical halo environment
of the DR7 and DR9 quasars we find in this study is similar to
previous studies using quasar auto-correlation statistics (e.g. Shen
et al. 2009; White et al. 2012; Richardson et al. 2012), as expected.
Tables 2 and 3 list the best-fitting values, uncertainties and corre-
lations of the parameters in the halo model for the DR7 and DR9
quasars. From the HODs, we find that the satellite fraction (the ra-
tio of satellite quasars to the total number of quasars) is 0.008+0.008−0.005
and 0.065+0.021−0.031 for the DR7 and DR9 quasars, respectively. Our
estimate of the satellite fraction must be taken with great caution
as the satellite fraction is known to be very sensitive to the specific
parameterisations of the quasar HOD. None the less, our estimates
are broadly consistent with other studies, i.e. the quasar satellite
fraction is found to be around a few per cent at most. Thus, the
majority of the DR7 and DR9 quasars are expected to be central
galaxies and the correlated DSFGs in the one-halo term are mostly
satellites in the same halo.
5 D I S C U S S I O N S A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
We present the first cross-correlation measurement between opti-
cally selected type 1 SDSS DR7 and DR9 quasars and the CIB
measured by Herschel-SPIRE at 250, 350 and 500 μm. The distri-
bution of the quasars at 0.15 < z < 3.5 (DR7: 0.15 < z < 2.5; DR9:
2.2 < z < 3.5) covers the redshift range where we expect most of
the CIB to originate. We detect the sub-mm emission of the quasars
which dominates on small scales as well as the correlated emission
from DSFGs dominant on larger scales.
A halo model is used to interpret the measured cross-correlation
between the quasars and the CIB. At a median redshift of 1.4,
the mean flux density of the DR7 quasars is 11.1+1.6−1.4, 7.1+1.6−1.3 and
3.6+1.4−1.0 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. At a median
redshift of 2.5, the mean flux density of the DR9 quasars is 5.7+0.7−0.6,
5.0+0.8−0.7 and 1.8+0.5−0.4 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. By
fitting a modified blackbody SED combined with a mid-infrared
power-law template to the mean sub-mm fluxes, we find that the
higher redshift DR9 quasars have a higher mean infrared luminos-
ity (log10LIR(L) = 12.8) than the DR7 quasars (log10LIR(L) =
12.4), possibly due to elevated star formation activity and/or BH
accretion or a larger contribution to the infrared luminosity from
the accreting BH. Further investigation of the power source of the
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Figure 12. The mean HOD of quasars (top: DR7; bottom: DR9), decom-
posed into central and satellite components. The shaded region indicate the
68 per cent confidence intervals. The red, green and blue solid line repre-
sents the best fit Mmin (the characteristic halo mass scale at which on average
half of the haloes host one central quasar), Mcut (the halo mass scale below
which the HOD for the satellite quasars decays exponentially) and M1 (the
halo mass scale for hosting on average one satellite quasar), respectively.
The quasar HODs should be interpreted as the number of quasars in haloes
of mass M which host quasars, not all haloes of mass M (see discussions in
Section 4.2).
infrared luminosity of the quasars is beyond the scope of this paper.
We find that the correlated sub-mm emission arises from satellite
DSFGs in the same halo as the central quasar (the one-halo term)
and DSFGs in separate haloes correlated with the quasar-hosting
halo (the two-halo term).
We infer from the halo model that the satellite fraction of the
DR7 quasars (z = [0.15, 2.5]) at a median redshift 〈z〉 of 1.4 is
0.008+0.008−0.005, and the host halo mass scale for the central and satel-
lite quasars is Mmin = 1012.4 ± 0.9 M and M1 = 1013.6 ± 0.4 M,
respectively. The satellite fraction of the DR9 quasars (z = [2.2,
3.5]) at a median redshift 〈z〉 of 2.5 is 0.065+0.021−0.031, and the host halo
mass scale for the central and satellite quasars is Mmin = 1012.3 ± 0.6
M and M1 = 1012.8 ± 0.4 M, respectively. Therefore, the typi-
cal halo environment of the quasars is similar to that of the most
actively star-forming DSFGs over the redshift range probed. This
is expected if dusty starburst and quasar activity are evolutionarily
linked phenomena.
Many aspects of our study can be improved and/or extended. In
this paper, we have used the cross-correlation signal between the
quasar samples and the CIB maps to constrain the halo occupa-
tion statistics of the quasars, leaving the CIB halo model fixed. A
more complete approach would be to combine the auto-correlation
statistics (of the quasars and the CIB maps separately) and the
cross-correlation statistics (between the two tracers) to constrain
the connection between different types of galaxies and the underly-
ing dark matter haloes simultaneously, varying parameters in both
the quasar halo model and the CIB halo model at the same time.
We leave this project to a future paper when we have a better under-
standing of the quasar selection effects in the Stripe 82 region. In the
halo model of the quasar population, we have assumed that the duty
cycle of the quasars is independent of halo mass and redshift, and
the duty cycle is the same for central and satellite quasars. In prin-
ciple, one could explore using mass-dependent and time-dependent
duty cycles for the quasars as well as different duty cycles for the
central and satellite quasars (Shen et al. 2010).
In the quasar halo model and the CIB halo model, we have
not considered scatter in the quasar number–halo mass relation
or scatter in the infrared luminosity–halo mass relation. Exploring
the consequences of different variations in the halo model of the
quasars or the CIB from the simple models assumed in this paper
is well beyond the scope of this work. Many empirical studies and
theoretical studies have suggested that the dominant quasar trigger
mechanism may change from mergers to secular processes (e.g.
Vittorini, Shankar & Cavaliere 2005; Hopkins & Hernquist 2009;
Draper & Ballantyne 2012). In the next few years, the number
of optically selected quasars is expected to rise sharply thanks to
surveys such as eBOSS and DESI. So, we can expect the signal to
noise of the clustering measurement will be much improved when
we divide quasars into finer redshift bins. We defer a thorough
investigation of different HOD parametrizations and the evolution
of various HOD parameters with cosmic time to future papers.
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Table 2. Best-fitting values, uncertainties and correlations of the model parameters for the DR7 quasars. The first five
parameters (Mmin, σM, α, M1 and Mcut) describe the HODs of the DR7 quasars while the last three parameters (A1, A2 and
A3) correspond to the mean flux (in unit of Jy sr−1) of the DR7 quasars at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. Using the
SPIRE beam area (0.9942, 1.765, and 3.730 × 10−8 sr at 250, 350, and 500 μm, respectively), we can convert the mean
flux of the DR7 quasars into 11.1+1.6−1.4, 7.1
+1.6
−1.3 and 3.6
+1.4
−1.0 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively.
Parameter log10Mmin σM α log10M1 log10Mcut log10A1 log10A2 log10A3
log10Mmin 12.4 ± 0.9 0.13 −0.08 0.72 −0.10 −0.41 −0.44 −0.45
σM – 1.1 ± 0.5 0.32 −0.27 0.20 0.36 0.43 0.47
α – – 3.0 ± 0.5 0.19 -0.10 0.21 0.29 0.30
log10M1 – – – 13.6 ± 0.4 −0.44 -0.61 −0.65 -0.69
log10Mcut – – – – 13.2 ± 0.5 0.29 0.36 0.39
log10A1 – – – – – 6.1 ± 0.1 0.62 0.69
log10A2 – – – – – – 5.6 ± 0.1 0.79
log10A3 – – – – – – – 5.0 ± 0.14
Table 3. Similar to Table 2 but for DR9 quasars. Using the SPIRE beam area, we can convert the mean flux of the DR9
quasars into 5.7+0.7−0.6, 5.0
+0.8
−0.7 and 1.8
+0.5
−0.4 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively.
Parameter log10Mmin σM α log10M1 log10Mcut log10A1 log10A2 log10A3
log10Mmin 12.3 ± 0.6 0.24 −0.38 0.52 −0.30 −0.02 −0.08 −0.10
σM – 1.3 ± 0.5 0.20 −0.49 −0.21 −0.05 −0.18 −0.26
α – – 3.21 ± 0.6 −0.2 0.19 0.06 0.04 0.05
log10M1 – – – 12.8 ± 0.4 −0.25 0.10 0.10 0.19
log10Mcut – – – – 12.7 ± 0.6 0.13 0.29 0.35
log10A1 – – – – – 5.8 ± 0.1 0.21 0.20
log10A2 – – – – – – 5.5 ± 0.1 0.49
log10A3 – – – – – – – 4.7 ± 0.1
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A P P E N D I X A : IR I S 1 0 0 μm MA PS
The IRIS 100 μm maps in HeRS and HeLMS are plotted in Fig. A1.
The IRIS 100 μm maps in Boo¨tes, Lockman-SWIRE and XMM-
LSS are plotted in Fig. A2. Visually, extended diffuse Galactic cirrus
emission are the dominant structures in these maps, especially in
HeRS and HeLMS. We estimate that the fractional contribution of
the CIB to the 100 μm maps in HeLMS, HeRS, XMM-LSS, Boo¨tes
and Lockman-SWIRE is 16, 17, 21, 34 and 44 per cent, respectively.
Figure A1. The IRIS 100 μm maps in the HeRS (top) and HeLMS (bottom) field. The dominant signal in these maps comes from extended diffuse Galactic
dust emission.
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Figure A2. The IRIS 100 μm maps in the Boo¨tes (top), Lockman-SWIRE
(middle) and XMM-LSS (bottom) field.
A P P E N D I X B : STAC K I N G
We have a quasar catalogue from which build the quasar density
map Q, which gives the number of quasars in each pixel of the map.
The mean value of this map is ¯Q = Nobj/Npix, where Nobj is the
number of objects in the catalogue and Npix is the number of pixels
in the map. The SPIRE map M has a mean value ¯M which is set to
zero, as SPIRE has no sensitivity to the absolute zero-level on the
sky. We retain the mean value in what follows to keep the equations
general.
The covariance of Q and M is defined as
Cov(Q,M) = 〈(Q − ¯Q)(M − ¯M)〉
= 1
Npix
Nx∑
i′=1
Ny∑
j ′=1
(Qi′j ′ − ¯Q)(Mi′j ′ − ¯M), (B1)
where the sums are over the two map dimensions and Npix = NxNy.
As shown in Marsden et al. (2009), this is equivalent to what is
often called a ‘stack’, when normalized by ¯Q, the average number
of quasars per pixel:
S = 1
¯Q
Cov(Q,M). (B2)
We can extend equation (B1) to describe a stacked thumbnail, made
by making a pixel-by-pixel average of map cutouts centred on each
source. This is equivalent to calculating the covariance of two maps
with a relative shift by i, j pixels:
Covij (Q,M) = 1(Nx − i)(Ny − j )
∑
i′
∑
j ′
(Qi′j ′ − ¯Q)(M(i′+i)(j ′+j ) − ¯M). (B3)
In order to account for the edges of the maps, the sum over i′(j′)
runs from the larger of 1 and i (j) to the smaller of Nx (Ny) and
Nx − i (Ny − j). Covij(Q, M) is thus a map with indices running
from −Nthumb/2 to Nthumb/2 for an Nthumb × Nthumb thumbnail map.
We can then take an azimuthal average of this map to create the
radial profile of the stack:
Rk(Q,M) = 1
Nk
∑
i,j∈ξk
Covij (Q,M), (B4)
where ξ k is the set of pixels for which:
k ≤
√
i2 + j 2 < k + 1, (B5)
and Nk is the number of pixels in ξ k. Using equation (B2), the radial
stack Sθ is then
Sθ = 1
¯Q
Rk(Q,M). (B6)
In Section 3.1, we use a modification of the Landy & Szalay
(1993) two-point correlation function estimator,
w(θ ) = D1D2(θ ) − D1R1(θ ) − R1D1(θ ) + R1R2(θ )
R1R2(θ )
. (B7)
Here, D1 and D2 represent the quasar density map and SPIRE map,
called Q and M above. R1 and R2 represent random realisations of
these two data sets. The quantities X1X2(θ ) are the same as Rk(X1,
X2) in equation (B4) above, although without the subtractions of the
map means in equation (B3); for convenience, we refer to the non-
mean-subtracted version of equation (B4) as ˜Rk(X1, X2). The first
term in equation (B7) can then be precisely defined as ˜Rk(Q,M).
The remaining terms all involve one or more random distributions,
and thus in each term, the two quantities are uncorrelated. For
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uncorrelated distributions, the expectation value of the product of
the two variables is equal to the product of the expectation values of
each variable, 〈xy〉 = 〈x〉〈y〉, and so the remaining terms are simply
to the product of the mean values, ¯Q ¯M . We can thus simplify
equation (B7):
w(θ ) =
˜Rk(Q,M) − ¯Q ¯M
¯Q ¯M
. (B8)
By expanding equation (B3), equation (B6) can similarly be rewrit-
ten in terms of ˜Rk :
Sθ = 1
¯Q
[ ˜Rk(Q,M) − ¯Q ¯M]. (B9)
The denominator of equation (B7) is zero when the SPIRE map
mean is zero, and so we modify the equation by multiplying both
sides by the mean ¯M . We see that the algorithm used in Section 3.1 is
thus exactly equivalent to equation (B6), the azimuthally-averaged
stacked thumbnail image.
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